
A generous donation from the Kinder Foundation has created 
an endowed fund for scholarships at The University of Texas 
MD Anderson Cancer Center’s School of Health Professions. 
Since 2010, the Kinder Foundation’s gift has generated 25 
scholarships at $1,000 each, covering nearly two-thirds of the 
cost of the average semester course load for in-state students. 
Out-of-state students benefit, as well:  those receiving a 
scholarship are entitled to lower in-state tuition rates.

“We established the Kinder Foundation to provide 
transformational gifts that would help people achieve healthy 
and rewarding lives,” says Nancy Kinder, president of the 
Houston-based Kinder Foundation. “Education has always 
been one of our top priorities. We want to improve learning 
opportunities for those who want to achieve, so we’re pleased 
to help MD Anderson students and enhance the future 
population of health professionals with this endowment.”

The scholarships are distributed across all specialties of the 
school: clinical laboratory science, cytogenetic technology, 
cytotechnology, histotechnology, molecular genetic 
technology, diagnostic imaging, medical dosimetry, 
radiation therapy and diagnostic medical sonography. 

The scholarships serve as a vote of confidence that offers 
recipients the courage, initiative and flexibility to pursue 
their academic interests to the fullest. Kinder scholars say 
the funding also relieves some of the financial pressure, 
improving their performance in school.

“Without the Kinders, I honestly wouldn’t have finished the 
program the way I did. I was able to work toward being the 
top student and graduate with honors,” says Cynthia 
Alvarado, a two-time Kinder scholarship recipient who was 
named Outstanding Student of the Year for the 
cytotechnology program. “It was such a blessing to be able to 
quit working and focus on studying.”

“Lifting the financial burden meant that I could buy a 
computer instead of struggling with the one I’ve had since 
high school,” adds Kevin Rasco, recent graduate of the 
molecular genetic technology program. “Because of the 
Kinders’ help, I got more done and completed assignments 
more efficiently.”

Shirley Richmond, Ed.D., dean of the school, believes the 
Kinders’ endowed scholarships will change the health care 
industry for the better, attracting more talented 
professionals to currently understaffed medical fields.

“For the independent student, being selected for this 
scholarship means greatly needed financial assistance that 
frees time and energy to devote to classroom and clinical 
practice requirements,” she says. “The long-term impact of 
philanthropic scholarship funds such as the Kinders’ is 
enormous,” Richmond says. “Each of our graduates affects 
countless lives for years to come. These scholarships help the 
profession by producing critically needed specialists.”

Twelve students received Kinder scholarships for the 
2013-2014 school year, and the school plans to increase that 
number to 24 by next year. 

Kinder Scholars, Class of 2013   Back row, from left: Kevin Rasco, Cynthia Alvarado, Suni Samuel  

Front row, from left: I-Chia Huang, Agata Tinnirello, Sergio Islas
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If you would like more information about how to start an endowment, please contact: Development Office            giving@mdanderson.org                713-792-3450
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The scholarships serve as a vote of confidence 
that offers recipients the courage, initiative 
and flexibility to pursue their academic 
interests to the fullest.


